
What if we
Could end
Paralysis ?
ACCELERATING BREAKTHROUGHS!



What if we could overcome 
paralysis? Save billions in public 
spending and transform millions
of lives to a better future?
You’ve heard this before - the day before something is a 
breakthrough if is a crazy idea. And one person cannot 
change the world, but the world can change because of 
one person.

This is where my story of Kieran Macleod begins - he
is one person who has a crazy idea that can change
the world. And, if you are passionate about ‘overcoming
paralysis’,  augmented human performance’, or
‘transforming health care to a better future, I really
think you’ll love what Kieran has to say.



To watch or listen to the podcast

Click Here

Kieran Macleod and I connected a few short months ago 
intending to share insights for the NextGen Economy Podcast; 
and I was unexpectedly distracted by Kieran’s story of recent 
tragedy and personal new trajectory. In 2019, Kieran was in 
Thailand raising capital and connections for a decentralized 
finance company when tragedy struck - he and his business 
partner were in a traffic accident that left kieran a paraplegic 
changing the trajectory of his life in an instant.

Kieran is now focused on saving money and raising 
personal capital to buy an ExoSkeleton that would 
transform his daily personal life AND limit his dependence 
on the public health care system. Inspired by Kieran, then 
doing further research, I then learned that a cure for 
paralysis due to spinal cord injury is possible, but it will take 
time, resources, and a smart way of thinking.



Armed with this knowledge, an ’Edge’ team was formed 
from the OpenExO global ecosystem of entrepreneurs, 
coaches, consultants, and investors to take on a grand 
challenge - to provide the mindset shift, tools, and resources 
to Enable Augmented Human Performance. The team is 
working on three opportunities:



Our ’Why’ related to Enabling
Augmented Human Performance

The opportunities exist because there are currently two big 
problems (amongst others) related to the current human 
experience with paralysis:

1. we are not currently doing enough to enable Personal 
Autonomy and well being for Paralyzed People

Listen from [02:38]

2. It’s Possible to Exponentially Reduce Public Health Spending 
and Perpetuate the ’Sick Care’ Crisis

Listen from [02:38]



EXO ECONOMY x KIERAN MACLEOD
A collaboration to launch the exoskeleton 
roadshow Connecting “Augmenting 
Human Performance” with a tokenized 
economy.

Futurville led Projects
T H E  F I R S T  O F  M A N Y



You are Invited to End Paralysis and
Enable Augmented Human Performance

With the data, and driven by their massively transformative purpose “Enable Augmented Human Performance”,
kieran and the OpenExO Edge team invites you to join our 'open-source' projects to

Support access to Exskeleton
Suits for Paralyzed People

ExO Tokens, other select 
cryptocurrencies and all major 

currencies by donation

Join the mission and watch for
launch of NTF’s

Participate in the ExOSkeleton
Roadshow

Let people experience your
product to fast-track 

adoption

Try an ExOSkeleton. Experience
the transformation it can make

for you or a loved one.

Building a hybrid physical-
digital Village destination 

to end paralysis
step #1

Be part of the village 
Design Sprint early 2022.

Join the mission to receive 
program registration link.
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Founder OpenExO
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CREDITS

Kieran MacLeod is an independent advisor and consultant for decentralized finance entrepreneurs, companies, 
and projects. kieran’s massively transformative purpose is ‘Enabling Augmented Human Performance’, and his 
moonshot is empowering 1 million people experiencing paralysis to become more mobile and autonomous. 
Email - kieran@pm.me

Featured Entrepreneur

AngeIa Faye is the Founder of Futurville, whose massively  transformative purpose is “Imagining & Building Places
Worth Living For”, and her moonshot is creating 1,000 new villages of the future & supporting 1 million existing
villages to become more #futurproof. Linkedln / Twitter.

Host / Content Creator

ExO Angels(TM) provide funding for creation and distribution of the exoskeleton roadshow(TM) and 
NextGen Economy(TM) initiatives and is sponsor for the Augmented Human Performance Village.

Executive Producer

From ExOEconomv home of the EXOS token, the OpenExO Community of coaches, consultants, investors, and
entrepreneurs whose collective massively transformative purpose is 'Transforming the World for a Better Future’:
Article Editor - Lisa Pereira - Linkedln / Podcast Editor - Niki Faldemolaei - Linkedln

Collaborators

mailto:kieran@pm.me


Disclaimer:

The views expressed here are not those of OpenExO Inc its members, affiliates, or associates. 
The content is provided for informational purposes only, and shou/d not be relied upon as legal, business, 

investment, or tax advice. You should consult directly your own appropriate
advisors and professionals as to those matters.


